The charge of the committee should state that the study committee is a Standing Committee.

The boundary justification should indicate that the boundary for each resource is the current boundary for the parcel.

The report should include a period of significance.

On page 9, the report notes that Young was interested in plastics but does not indicate how the material was used in the structures. Plastics were new during the period Young was working. Has any connection between Earl Young and Dow Chemical or architect Alden Dow been found?

The descriptions should be consistent in the inclusion of significant landscape features. For example the stone retaining wall at 308 Park Avenue is not mentioned while the pine trees and stone retaining wall at 310 Park are included. It is important that all significant features are identified and included in the report. Were they any outbuildings designed by Young that should be included?

Is the study committee recommending that city council also designate significant interior features, such as the fireplaces? According to Section 399.205 (4) the historic district commissions can review interiors “if specifically authorized to do so by the local legislative body.”

The inclusion of Thistledown Lane is problematic. Two of the three houses built by Young on this street have been identified as non-contributing. From the information included in the report only 5 Thistle Downs should be designated as a district. The report makes no mention of any landscape features by Earl Young on Thistle Downs that would justify the inclusion of the street or the two non-contributing resources.

Google maps are not acceptable for study committee reports. Please see the Manual for Historic and Architectural Surveys in Michigan for appropriate maps.
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1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

The purpose of the Historic District Study Committee Report is to:

a. Safeguard the heritage of the City of Charlevoix by preserving historic Districts in the City, which reflect elements of the City’s cultural, social, economic, political or architectural history.

b. Stabilize and improve property values in the districts.

c. Foster civic beauty.

d. Strengthen the local economy, and

e. Promote the use of historic districts for the education, pleasure, and welfare of the citizens of the City of Charlevoix, and of the State of Michigan.

2. CHARGE OF THE COMMITTEE

The City Council of Charlevoix, Michigan passed a resolution on January 17, 2005 to appoint a Historic District Study Committee. That committee is to identify what is historic and valuable enough for inclusion in a “historic district”. On December 3, 2008, the committee was directed to study the Earl Young Buildings in the City of Charlevoix.

3. COMPOSITION OF COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP

Mary Adams*
Charlevoix Historic District Commission
Charlevoix Historical Society, former Board President
and current Board Member

John Campbell*
Residential / Commercial Builder and Business Owner
Site Planning Development, Inc.
Charlevoix Historic District Commission
City of Charlevoix Planning Commission

Kay Heise
Charlevoix Historic District Commission
Charlevoix Historical Society, Secretary
4. THE NAME OF THE PROPOSED HISTORIC DISTRICT

The Earl Young Buildings Historic District

5. THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPOSED DISTRICT

a. Verbal Boundary Description

1. Legal parcel number: 052-252-001-00
   Block and lot number: 300 Park Avenue
   Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: BEG AT NRN MOST COR LOT 1 BLK 12 ORIG PLAT OF VILL OF CHX TH SLY AL ELY LI SD LOT 113.14 FT TO SE COR SD LOT TH WLY ATANG OF 90DEG25'16" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL SLY LI SD LOT 65.98FT TH NWLY ATANG OF 58DEG54'57" TO RT FROM LAST DESC CRSE 26.23 FT TH NWLY AT ANG OF 13DEG15'50" TO RT FROM LAST DESC CRSE 36.94 FT TO NWLY LI SD LOT TH NELY AT ANG OF 76
The Earl Young Buildings
Historic District
City of Charlevoix, Charlevoix County, Michigan
August 10, 2015

Legend

- District Boundary
- District Parcels
- Building Footprints
City Boundary
DEG09'30" TO RT FROM LAST DESC CRSE AL NWLY LI SD LOT 105.74 FT TO POB BEING PT OF LOT 1 BLK 12 ORIG PLAT OF VILL OF CX

2. Legal parcel number: 052-252-003-50
Block and lot number: 302 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: COM AT SE COR LOT 1 BLK 12 OF ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL SLY LI LOT 65.98 FT FOR POB TH SLY AT ANG OF 90 DEG 34' 42" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL ELY LI LOT 3 SD BLK 40.19 FT TH WLY AT ANG OF 90 DEG 45' 53" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 66.03 FT TO WLY LI SD LOT 3 THNLY AT ANG OF 90 DEG 36' 12" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL WLY LI SD LOT 3 23.18 FT TO NW COR SD LOT 3 TH CONT NLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 03' 46" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 16.46 FT TO SLY LI SD LOT 1 TH CONT NLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 06' 37" TO RT FROM LAST DESC CRSE 34.84 FT TO NWLY LI SD LOT 1 TH NELY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 03' 46" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 46.66 FT TH WLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 03' 46" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 66.03 FT TO LI COMM TO LOTS 1 & 3 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX

3. Legal parcel number: 052-252-004-50
Block and lot number: 304 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: COM AT NERN MOST COR LOT 1 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL NWLY LI SD LOT 154.19 FT FOR POB TH SLY AT ANG OF 58 DEG 40' 03" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 34.84 FT TO SLY LI SD LOT TH SLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 06' 37" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 16.46 FT NELY COR LOT 4 SD BLK TH CONT SLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 03' 46" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL E LI SD LOT 4 23.18 FT TH CONT SLY ANG OF 0 DEG 01' 12" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 43.9 FT TH NWLY AT ANG OF 0 DEG 03' 46" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 73.97 FT TO NWLY LI LOT 5 SD BLK TH NELY AT ANG OF 57 DEG 12' 01" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL NWLY LI SD LOT 5 THE NWLY END OF ALLEY & NWLY LI LOT 1 85.94 FT TO POB BEING PT OF LOTS 1, 4, & 5 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CX

4. Legal parcel number: 052-252-005-00
Block and lot number: 306 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: BEG AT SE COR LOT 5 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL SLY LI SD LOT & SLY LI LOT 6 70.20 FT TH NLY AT ANG OF 83 DEG 38' 49" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 22.2 FT TH NWLY AT ANG OF 20 DEG 44' 46" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 43.9 FT TH NWLY AT ANG OF 15 DEG 06' 40" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 40.19 FT TO NWLY LI LOT 6 TH NELY AT ANG OF 100 DEG 41' 30" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL NWLY LI LOTS 5 & 6 130.88 FT TH SWLY AT ANG OF 122 DEG 47' 59" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 73.97 FT THELY AT ANG OF 91 DEG 18' 40" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 9.37 FT TO ELY LI SD LOT 5 TH SLY AT ANG OF 89 DEG 46' 57" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL ELY LI SD LOT 85.39 FT TO POB BEING PART OF LOTS 5 & 6 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX

5. Legal parcel number: 052-252-006-00
Block and lot number: 308 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: COM AT SE COR LOT 5 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL SLY LI LOT 5 & 6 70.20 FT FOR POB TH CONT WLY AL PROLONAGTION OF LAST DESC CRSE AL SLY LI SD LOT 6 57.17 FT TH NLY AT ANG OF 82 DEG 54' 50" TO RT FRM LAST DESC
CRSE 27.73 FT TH NWLY AT ANG OF 5 DEG 06' 17" TO LFT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 51.10 FT TO NWLY LI SD LOT 6 TH NELY AT ANG OF 70 DEG 40' 20" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL NWLY LI SD LOT 6 25.72 FT TH SELY AT ANG OF 79 DEG 18' 30" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 40.19 FT TH SELY AT ANG OF 15 DEG 06' 40" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 43.9 FT TH SLY AT ANG OF 20 DEG 44'46" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 22.2 FT TO POB BEING PART OF LOT 6 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX.

6. Legal parcel number: 052-252-006-50
Block and lot number: 310 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: COM AT SE COR LOT 5 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLATOF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL S LI LOT 5 & 6 127.37 FT FOR POB TH CONT WLY AL PROLONGATION OF LAST DESC CRSE AL S LI SD LOT 6 120.4 FT TH NLY AT ANG 90DEG51'34" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 12.46 FT TO NWLY LI SD LOT TH NELY AT ANG OF 57DEG38'19" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL NWLY LI SD LOT 124.35 FT TH SELY AT ANG OF 109 DEG19'40" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 51.1 FT TH SLY AT ANG OF 5DEG06'17" TO RT FROM LAST DESC CRSE 27.73 FT TO POB BEING PART OF LOT 6 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX.

7. Legal parcel number: 052-252-002-00
Block and lot number: 101 Grant Street and 103 Grant Street
Dimensions of parcel: LOT 2 BLOCK 12 OF ORIGINAL PLAT OF CITY OF CHARLEVOIX

8. Legal parcel number: 052-252-003-00
Block and lot number: 303 Clinton Street
Dimensions of parcel: LOT 3 OF BLOCK 12 OF ORIGINAL PLAT OF CITY OF CHARLEVOIX EX:N 22 FT

9. Legal parcel number: 052-252-004-00
Block and lot number: 305 Clinton Street
Dimensions of parcel: BEG AT SE COR LOT 4 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLATOF VILL OF CHX TH WLY AL SLY LI SD LOT 66 FT TO SW COR SD LOT TH NLY AT ANG OF 89DEG45'09" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL W LI SD LOT 85.39 FT TH ELY AT ANG OF 90DEG13'03" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE 66.03 FT TO E LI SD LOT TH SELY AT ANG OF 89DEG48'28" TO RT FRM LAST DESC CRSE AL E LI SD LOT 85.43 FT TO POB BEING PT OF LOT 4 BLK 12 ORIGINAL PLAT OF VILL OF CHX

10. Legal parcel number: 052-253-009-00
Block and lot number: 316 Park Avenue
Dimensions of parcel: LOT 9 OF BLK 13 OF ORIGINAL PLAT OF CITY OF CHARLEVOIX ALSO N1/2 OF VACATED ALLEY ABUTTING SD LOT AS RECD L346P715 CX R/D

11. Legal parcel number: 052-126-041-00
Block and lot number: 3 Thistle Downs Lane
Dimensions of parcel: COM AT W1/4 COR OF SEC 26 T34N R8W TH ALW LI SD SEC N0DEG14'17"E 1553.26 FT TH S 76DEG34'39"E(RECD AS S77DEG00'E)200.94 FT TH N18DEG13'42"E 270.73 FT TO PT RECD AS BEING 20 FT E & 198 FT S OF INTER OF SE COR OF MICH AVE & DIXON AVE AS SAME EXISTED PRIOR TO JUNE 1941 TH AL N LI OF EDFEGWATER INN CONDO S89DEG35'05"E 164.89FT(RECD
AS E 164.80FT) TH S89DEG24'03"E 221.79FT TH S89DEG05'33"E 142.93FT TO ST REC'D AS BEING 198FT S OF S LI DIXON AVE BEING POB TH S89DEG08'16"E 78.31FT TO SEC OF FORMER FOSSES PROP REC'D L191 P448 CX CO R/D TH AL E LI OF SD FOSSES PROP N 0DEG22'58"E 12.66FT TH N81DEG23'15"E(RECAS N81DEG15'8")34.78FT TO NWLY COR OF FORMER J.J. OLSEN PROP AS REC'D L176 P402CX CO R/D TH AL W LI OF SD FORMER OLSEN PROP S0DEG25'20"E(REC'D AS S)18.39FT TH CONT AL SD FORMER OLSEN PROP S0DEG13'53"E(REC'D AS S)41.36FT TH CONT AL SD FORMER OLSEN PROP S0DEG06'17"W(REC'D AS S)103.57 FT TO INTER TRAVERSE LI AL NLY SH OF ROUND LK TH AL SD TRAVERSE LI N87DEG13'11"W 119.49FT(REC'D AS WLY 111.6FT M/L) TH LEAV SD SH AL ELY LI OF FOSSES PROP N02 DEG49'30'E

12. Legal parcel number: 052-126-044-00
Block and lot number: 4 Thistle Downs Lane
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: COM AT IR ST 20FT E & 198FT S OF INTER COR OF MICH AVE & DIXON AVE AS EXIST PRIOR TO 1941 TH E 385.54FT FOR POB TH AT ANG 75DEG34'42" TO RT 160.89FT TO SH ROUND LK TH AT ANG 83DEG31'22" TO LT 100FT TH AT ANG 80DEG29'46" TO LT 142.05FT TO PT WHICH IS 198FT S OF S LI DIXON AVE TH W 142.97FT TO POB BEING PT OF GOV LOT 2 SEC 26 T34N R8W SUBJECT TO ESMT REC'D L378 P073-P081 CX CO R/D

13. Legal parcel number: 052-126-043-00
Block and lot number: 5 Thistles Downs Lane
Dimensions of parcel: Legal information: COM AT IR ST 20FT E & 198FT S OF INTER OF SE COR MICH & DIXON AVE TH E 164.8FT FOR POB TH AT ANG OF 37DEG 27' TO RT 261.9FT TO IR ST ON SH OF ROUND LK TH ATANG OF 41DEG 09' TO LT 53FT TH AT ANG OF 100DEG42' TO LT 160.89FT TO IR ST WHICH IS 198FT S OF S LI DIXON AVE TH W 220.74FT TO POB BEING PT OF GOV LOT 2 SEC 26 T34N R8W SUBJECT TO ESMT REC'D L378 P073-P081 CX CO R/D

b. Visual Boundary Description

The map titled, “The Earl Young Buildings Historic District”, found in front of this report, provides the required information for this section.

c. Boundary Justification

This discontiguous district is made up of scattered properties that are related to each other in that Earl Young designed and built them from 1918 through 1973.

6. THE HISTORY OF THE PROPOSED DISTRICT IN CONTEXT

Charlevoix, Michigan is set in the midst of Lake Michigan, Lake Charlevoix, and Round Lake. The arrival of the first settlers came between 1854 and 1857, with the city’s development having its origins in commercial fishing and the lumber trades. The expansion of the original Pine River Channel, connecting Round Lake to Lake Michigan, was extremely important in the making of the harbor. Charlevoix’s history as a summer resort began in the late 1870’s and by the 1880’s became a popular summer retreat leading to the development of exclusive summer resorts. The first visitors came only by boat. The Charlevoix Summer Resort Association, now known as the Belvedere Club, was formed in 1878, between the south side of Round Lake
and Lake Charlevoix. After additional acres were purchased the Belvedere Hotel was built in 1887. In 1880, the Chicago Summer Resort, now known as the Chicago Club was established. J. P. Wilson and Edward Waller, members of the Chicago Club, founded the Chicago Golf Club in 1896 and laid out a course designed by Willy Watson. The club relinquished the golf course in 1937 and sold it to the City of Charlevoix. After the arrival of the railroad in 1892, Charlevoix grew and its reputation as a desirable vacation destination because of its natural air conditioning, began to spread across the nation, and hotels began to appear. By 1898 Charlevoix had grown into a splendid resort. In 1926, the Belvedere Club opened its own golf course. Many passenger liners, including two legendary ships, the North American and the South American that cruised the Great Lakes, used the current Charlevoix city dock area on Round Lake extensively. Charlevoix received its village charter in 1879, and was incorporated as a city in 1905. Today approximately 3,000 year-round residents inhabit Charlevoix, but in the summer months, when tourism is at its peak, the population is estimated to triple.

Earl Young was a resident of Charlevoix for over seventy years. Born on March 31, 1889, in Mancelona, Michigan, Earl was the son of Myrtie and Adolphus Young, an insurance salesman by trade. In 1900, the family moved to Charlevoix where Adolphus Young set up an insurance agency in a small downtown office. After graduating from Charlevoix High School in 1908, Earl Young attended the University of Michigan, seeking a degree in architecture. However, he became disenchanted with conservative university professors, returned to Charlevoix and entered into the insurance sales business with his mother.

In 1915 Earl Young married his high school sweetheart, Irene Harsha, a soft-spoken artist and poet. Irene Young is most known for designing and painting the popular historic landmark maps of the Grand Traverse Region, Mackinaw Island, and the Little Traverse Region. Together, Earl and Irene Young had four children: Drew, Louise, Marguerite, and Virginia.

Around 1915, Earl Young obtained his real estate broker’s license that he held for more than sixty years. Not long after receiving his license, Young became a member of the Charlevoix-Antrim Board of Realtors and opened his own real estate agency at 224 Bridge Street, which he later remodeled and faced with limestone and decorative half-timbering. This office was demolished in 2003 and the fireplace moved to another location. With his real estate business flourishing, he bought and sold land and buildings in and around Charlevoix. By 1921 Young completed the construction of his first home, designed and built especially for his family. Several of the subsequent structures he erected over fifty years were used by the Young family as a source of rental income; others were designed for specific individuals. All of the buildings had a whimsical nature and were characterized by the creative use of stone.

Earl Young, who was never formally trained in architecture, designed, constructed and remodeled a total of thirty buildings throughout his fifty-five year building career. With present requirements for certification as a licensed architect or builder being clearly defined, Earl would never have been able to meet them. In addition, building codes, zoning regulations, and planning commissions now have specific requirements that must be adhered to in the design and construction of homes and commercial buildings.
Earl Young’s stone architecture has been a source of tourism in Charlevoix since the 1950’s. He designed and built residential structures in two locations around the city: a triangular block bounded by Park Avenue, Clinton, and Grant Streets; Thistle Downs, a secluded residential development along Round Lake’s north shore. In the 1920’s, Young also designed and built a lakeside subdivision called Boulder Park in Charlevoix Township, outside the jurisdiction of this study committee, as are two other houses on Park Avenue. All of Young’s commercial structures are located in downtown Charlevoix. Tours of Young’s architecture continue to be offered by the Charlevoix Historical Society and other local organizations. The Charlevoix Historical Society provides flyers for self-guided tours of Young’s structures. A book of Young’s buildings has been published, and recently the Charlevoix Historical Society has produced a DVD of his life and buildings.

Young’s love for Charlevoix did not subside as he aged. He continued to throw himself into projects to beautify and develop the city and the surrounding area. After his death on May 24, 1975, Charlevoix Courier writer Fran Martin said “(Earl Young) was probably one of the earliest and greatest promoters of Charlevoix as a summer resort community. Charlevoix was his love. He did a great deal for the community.”

“The buildings of Earl Young have lured architecture buffs from every corner of the country and abroad. Inspired by England’s Cotswold architecture, and other rural English places, he turned stone and wavy eaves into a signature style.”

7. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Earl Young Buildings in the City of Charlevoix, Michigan qualify according to the National Register of Historic Places by meeting the following criteria.

a. Criterion C: Design / Construction Significance

According to the National Register Bulletin: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, 2005, on page 17, Criterion C: Design / Construction it lists:” “Properties may be eligible for the National Register if they embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.”

These properties meet the following requirements:
- They embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction
- Represent the work of a master whose work is distinguishable from others by its characteristic style
- Possess high artistic value through aesthetic achievement
- The property characteristics are expressed in terms of form, proportion, structure, plan, style and choice of materials.
The Earl Young buildings are significant as examples of the unique folk architecture of real estate developer Earl Young who used stone, wood, and recycled materials to create distinctive businesses and cottages, often referred to as the "Mushroom Houses" in the city of Charlevoix.

As described in Section 6, History of the Proposed District, the Earl Young Buildings meet the criteria for this designation for their significant contribution historically, architecturally, and aesthetically to the City of Charlevoix.

Today Earl Young’s legacy is preserved in his remaining stone structures. His influence on local architecture and enthusiasm in promoting the area was instrumental in making Charlevoix one of the most popular and unique cities in the northwestern corner of Lower Michigan. In an interview a few years before his death Young said of his creations: “detail, that’s my success. I build each house as you paint a picture…something you can enjoy…something that will live after you that others can enjoy.”

The northern Michigan terrain is awash with glacial boulders left behind by the Wisconsin period glacier that covered the area more than ten thousand years ago. Granite and igneous boulders were deposited throughout the peninsula when the glacier retreated. Limestone deposits were also formed by the stratification of the soil under the tremendous weight of the ice. Young took advantage of this wealth of boulders and limestone. Earl was known for driving around the region and spotting boulders in fields that he thought would be good to use. If necessary, Young would purchase the boulder from the landowner and pay extra to bury it safely until he had the right project. When a canal on the St. Mary’s River in the Upper Peninsula was being constructed near Sault Ste. Marie, Young purchased red sandstone from the site. “I get rocks from many places…we have our own quarry here, and I gather them from the places I go,” Young said in a 1962 interview.

Earl Young designed and erected his stone buildings for one purpose—personal enjoyment. His architecture earned him fame, but also raised a few eyebrows, said his daughter Virginia. Young “was an artist, but he wasn’t always practical. He didn’t build his buildings for other people; he built them for himself.” With no formal education in architecture, Young designed his buildings without plans or specifications, only jottings on scraps of paper he carried in his pocket. Young found inspiration in stone, often allowing specific boulders to dictate the design of a building. He selected boulders for their size, shape, color, and texture, and they often had to be meticulously set and sometimes held in place by a crane for several days until the mortar had hardened. His architecture does not conform to a particular style. Instead, his buildings incorporate design elements from a number of different styles such as Arts and Crafts, Prairie, and even Swiss Chalet. While each of Young’s structures has its own distinct character, they are unified by a number of key elements, including exterior stonework, massive stone fireplaces, and generally low-lying roofs.

Young sought to design durable structures that would blend with the environment and last for hundreds of years. His belief that buildings should co-exist with nature led him to be painstakingly meticulous and controlling throughout all construction. In designing his unique architecture, Earl Young sought inspiration from his passions—nature and stone. Each structure was made to conform to its topography so that it appeared to have grown there naturally. Young “…believed in tucking the house into the landscape…Trees
weren’t torn down to make room for the house. He built according to the lot because it wasn’t just a house to him. It was a work of art. Every part of it had to go together.”

Because he used no formal plans, Young had to tell masons and contractors where he wanted each stone, window, and door. Occasionally Young would change his mind about how the building should look after it was partially completed, thus doorways and windows would have to be replaced with stonework and rebuilt in other locations at Young’s whim. To facilitate the construction process, it is rumored that Irene Young often provided the patient masons and carpenters with drawings of her husband’s “vision” on the sly.

Aside from the boulders and fieldstone collected and/or purchased from around the northern Michigan region, Young also used driftwood and recycled lumber. While some of the scrap materials were hidden under cedar shingles in order to emphasize a roof’s undulating effect, others were proudly displayed. In direct contrast to his use of recycled materials, Young had an intense fascination with new products. Plastic is one such material.

The most significant characteristic of Earl Young’s architecture is his use of stone masonry, the majority of which is structural. Twenty of his thirty original structures are constructed of structural masonry. Many of the buildings of this type typically appear massive and bulbous in appearance; only their window and door openings are wood framed. The remaining ten structures are of frame construction, with quarried or cut stone applied to the exterior. Most of his interiors have plaster walls; stonework is exposed inside only a few buildings. In the homes built of structural masonry the interiors were framed out after the exterior stonework was in place; insulation was added to the cavity between the stonework and the interior wall.

Stone was also used in the construction of massive fireplaces. All of Young’s buildings have at least one fireplace; many have two or more. To show them off, Young designed rooms to be centered around a fireplace.

Another distinguishing feature is cedar shingle roofs. Some of the houses in the triangular Park Avenue block have roofs that appear to undulate. In contrast, the roofs of the homes in Boulder Park are more conservative, typically gabled or hipped in form; straight lines with deeply overhanging eaves and decorative exposed rafter tails dominate them. Young’s low-lying undulating cedar shake roofs function in harmony with the landscape, helping to blend each home into its environment. To create these roofs, Young first framed them in a wave-like form; he then applied three to four layers of cedar shakes on top of the rafters, laying them to accentuate the motion. In some cases, like the famous “Mushroom House,” Young used scrap lumber to heighten portions of the roof.

Several of Young’s structures are characterized by hidden or sheltered entries. Young’s front doors are either concealed from view by a deep covered porch or sheltered by a small overhang, or in some cases, the roof’s deep overhanging eaves.

Unfortunately, because of his lack of interest in cooking, a common interior feature is small, inadequate kitchens. Most of his homes also had small dining rooms, or lacked them altogether.
There are also a number of features that appear in many, but not all, of Young’s structures. Mullioned and leaded glass windows are common. Squat chimneys that resemble partially melted candles are noticeable in several structures. The short stone chimneys are liberally frosted with cement, which gives them a whimsical appearance. Creative landscaping also frequently complements Young’s architecture accented by the use of small boulders or stone walls, which assist in unifying the homes with their environment.

Young’s stone masonry is quite different from that of other, past and present, regional builders. His architecture is characterized by the frequent use of massive granite boulders, although Young built several structures using limestone from a quarry in Onaway, Michigan. Those that employed boulders in their construction have an almost elephantine, bulbous appearance. It is this characteristic that has lent Young’s homes the name “Mushroom Houses,” although only two have any resemblance to a mushroom. Today twenty-eight of Young’s structures remain: two have been razed, and several others have undergone significant renovations.

Earl Young’s buildings are one of the most popular attractions in northern Michigan and a living tribute to his love for nature, stone, and the community. Not only have Young’s “mushroom” houses had an aesthetic influence on architecture in the Charlevoix area, they have been a magnet of tourism for well over fifty years. Characteristics of his style are reflected in both commercial and residential architecture throughout the local area, also in the newly renovated East Park.

The following is a list of Contributing Resources citing information pertinent to the above definition:

THE EARL YOUNG BUILDINGS HISTORIC DISTRICT

300 Park Avenue
Earl Young in 1944 dubbed this former farmhouse the “Pines Cottage”. It was constructed by Harvey Lee and Nellie Iddings. Harvey Lee Iddings was the first mayor of Charlevoix from 1905 to 1907; he died in 1910. Historic tax records suggest the structure was remodeled on or shortly after Harvey Lee’s death. In November of 1944, Young acquired the property as a source of rental income. The home was rented throughout the 1940’s and 1950’s. In the 1960’s Young’s daughter Marguerite occupied it. Between 1961 and 1962 Earl remodeled the house, adding stonework and an impressive fireplace. On the first story of the façade he added smooth-faced quarried limestone with raised mortar joints. He extended the limestone to the porch posts and rear chimney; inside, he created a dramatic limestone fireplace.

The house is a variation on the Michigan gabled-ell type house, a popular rural housing form characterized by a dominant two-story upright section with a front-facing gable and a one or two-story wing with side-facing gable. The entrance is shielded from view by the deep porch, which extends the length of the wing. The windows, characteristic of many in Young’s homes, are leaded glass accented by colorful wooden trim. The second story is finished in cream-colored stucco with semi-circular shingles under the gable. The steep roof is covered with asphalt shingles and is pierced by a bay window.
with a pointed roof. Today the house is privately owned by the Candace Sucher Savage Trust and is used as a vacation home.

302 Park Avenue
Named the “Half House” because of its peculiar shape, this home is one of Earl Young’s most distinctive creations. The cottage was built in 1947, and remained in the Young family until the 1970’s and was used primarily as rental income. Today it is owned by Thom Investments.

The small one-and-a-half story cottage is situated on the site of the carriage house for the house at 300 Park Avenue. The cottage is semi-circular in shape and appears to be snuggled into the landscape. It is composed of solid masonry, with only the roof and window and door openings framed with wood supports. Both the front door and window appear to be recessed into the house, sheltered by the low roof and rough boulders that form the exterior walls. “Half House” is constructed almost entirely of granite boulders and local fieldstone. The flat east elevation is made of concrete and faced in white stucco, a sharp contrast to the rest of the house’s rounded and uneven appearance. It rises from a pile of boulders at its base in a perfect vertical line and extends above the sloped roof to form a small chimney. The south elevation contains a shed-roof dormer with wood siding to add space to the small half story. Its cedar-shingled roof, which rises at an angle from the boulder walls in a wavy, organic fashion, appears to be more a part of the hillside than the house. The rippling form is primarily due to careful framing; cedar shingles laid atop the undulating rafters emphasize the form and suggest motion.

306 Park Avenue
No longer in need of the house at 304 Park Avenue in which they had raised their children, Earl Young designed and built this house between 1946 and 1947. They lived in this house until Irene sold it to her daughter and son-in-law in September 1976.

The home has a rambling low-lying appearance and blends gracefully into the landscape. It is composed entirely of cut limestone from the Onaway quarry east of Petoskey, stacked horizontally in stratified layers. Large floor-to-ceiling plate glass windows with simple trim provide a view of Lake Michigan. While the main doorway is not hidden within a deep porch, a small overhang with decorative brackets shelters the entrance. The cedar-shingled roof is framed to give an undulating appearance; the shingles are laid in a pattern that further accentuates this movement. Two squat, “cement-frosted” chimneys, sit atop the low-lying roof.

A portion of the south elevation of the house is visible from Clinton Street. Its primary feature is a tiered wall made of the stacked Onaway limestone. The street-side garage, which appears to have been built into the hillside, is believed to have been added in 1962, and can be accessed from within the house. The similar color and motion of the roof and tiered wall give the illusion of the two blending into one another as if they jointly form part of the hillside. The home is currently owned by Sidney and Beth Feldman.
308 Park Avenue
“Betide Cottage” was constructed circa 1943 according to Earl Young’s daughter Virginia Olsen. The Young’s used it primarily as rental income, and it was sold by Irene in September 1978. Debra and Miles Singer currently own the home.

The façade appears almost round, with setbacks on either side of a central ribbon window. It is constructed almost entirely of quarried Onaway limestone, laid in an intricate pattern with a smooth texture. Dark wood is used as an accent on the projecting portion of the façade to create the illusion of exposed framing members. The narrow, glass-paned front door is sheltered from view and the elements by a deep overhanging eave, which also extends over the plate glass ribbon window. The cedar shingled hipped roof is topped with a squat, cement-frosted chimney. The roof does not appear to undulate, but its edges do have an irregular rippled effect. The south elevation of the house is visible from Clinton Street, and is unlike the façade. It is dominated both by stonework on the lower level and a cantilevered main level faced with irregular wood siding, which provides much-needed space for the tiny house.

In July 1999, the present owner modified the home’s roof and replaced the existing asphalt shingles with cedar shingles. Previously, the shallow slope of the roof and one-to-two-inch eave overhangs caused water to run off the surface at a very low velocity allowing an excess of moisture to penetrate the window sills and frames and seep into the stonework. Prolonged exposure to moisture caused damage to the sills and frames, and also caused spalling of some of the limestone in freeze-and-thaw conditions during the winter months. To remedy the problem, the owner increased the roof overhang so that it is one foot deep on the north, east, and west elevations.

310 Park Avenue
The “Abide Cottage” retains the name given to it by Earl Young. It was built in 1938. Tax records indicate that in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s Young may have made some renovations. The family used the house as a source of rental income until Irene Young sold it in September 1978.

Nestled within a cluster of pine trees on the narrow triangular corner of the Park Avenue block, “Abide Cottage” appears to have grown from the earth. It is constructed entirely of fieldstone and limestone rubble from the Onaway quarry. The stonework is quite detailed. Intricate stonework over the doorways and at the corners of the house show Young’s attention to detail. The one story cottage is random in form, taking on a rambling organic appearance. Rounded windows and doorways add a touch of character. The undulating cedar shingled roof and stone retaining wall covered with moss and vegetations help blend the house into its environment.

“Abide Cottage” is privately owned by Susan and Harry Boyd, but continues to be used as a rental property. In the summer of 2004 an electrical fire broke out within the house, damaging much of the interior and a portion of the roof.
316 Park Avenue
One of Earl Young's most unique creations was constructed on this site circa 1945. Tax records indicate that Drew Young acquired the property in 1943 with the value of the land increasing from 1943 to 1945, which suggests that the home was built at that time.

Although composed entirely of structural stone, the house was originally whitewashed and accented by dark wooden beams that emulated half-timbering. A thatch roof, which Young shipped in pieces from Great Britain to Charlevoix, was its crowning feature. The home was originally designed to have the look and feel of an English country cottage. Young’s departure from his usual design philosophy suggests that he may have been influenced by European architecture during his travels abroad.

In January 1947, Drew Young sold the house to Lawrence E. Towe, who lived in it until 1950, when he sold it to C. H. Flomsbee. It is believed that Flomsbee made a number of modifications between 1959 and 1961, including removal of the thatch roof and replacing it with asphalt shingles. The whitewash was removed to expose the colorful stonework. Today the shape of the roof is reminiscent of the original thatch roof. The present owners, Samuel and Judith Jassenoff, recently constructed a small stone wall, its design influenced by Young’s characteristic use of multi-shaped stone and excess cement, along the front yard.

101 Grant Street
This hillside house sits on the site of what was once an outbuilding for the farmhouse at 301 Clinton Street. This small cottage, at first glance, appears to be more a garage than a house. However, the second story contains a sizeable living space. It was built in 1954 when Earl Young acquired the lot that also contained the century-old farmhouse. Jeannine Wallace presently the owner uses the home as a source of rental income.

The cottage has a Swiss chalet appearance with its steeply pitched gable roof and flared eaves. The first story is constructed of horizontally stacked Onaway limestone, which blends seamlessly into an attached limestone retaining wall that climbs sinuously up the hillside. The small arched entryway on the east elevation is sheltered by a rectangular bay window on the second level. The wooden door appears to have been carved into the limestone itself. Dividing the first floor from the second are decorative wooden joist ends which give the cottage a rustic appearance. The second story, which houses the majority of the living space, is faced with dark irregular wood siding on the east elevation. Two shed dormers punctuate the steep roof, which extends steeply toward the ground, on the south elevation. A glass block window on the west elevation demonstrates Young’s fascination with new materials. An enclosed porch on the less visible north elevation adds additional living space to the second story.

In the fall of 2004, the home’s asphalt shingled roof was replaced with cedar shingles reminiscent of Young’s initial design. The original cedar shingles had been removed decades before and were replaced with cheaper and more durable, asphalt shingles that were both designed and laid to emulate the original wooden shakes.
103 Grant Street
The “Mushroom House” is one of Earl Young’s most well known and photographed creations. The house derives its name from its unusual oval form, thick stone walls, and low-lying cedar shingle roof. Earl Young purchased the property in the early 1950’s when the former farmhouse had fallen into severe disrepair. Tax records indicate a dramatic increase in the value of the land from 1954 to 1955, which suggests that the house was constructed at that time.

The “Mushroom House” was built at the corner of Clinton and Grant Streets. It is constructed entirely of structural masonry consisting of Onaway stone facing and local fieldstone. The unusual round house is two stories in height and resembles a massive button mushroom. It was built on the foundation of the former farmhouse, some of whose beams were saved and used in the construction of the new house. The main entrance is sheltered and partially shielded from view by the home’s stone walls and deep overhanging eaves. Leaded glass windows are nestled into the three-and-a-half-foot thick walls. The interior is rambling, with a random traffic pattern and oddly shaped rooms. The living room is paneled in cypress and contains large leaded glass windows and a massive fireplace composed of cut Onaway limestone laid diagonally. The home’s cedar-shingled roof is one of Young’s most distinctive; round in form, it rises and falls as if floating upon water. The roof’s undulating form is due to a number of factors, primarily careful framing. Multiple layers of cedar shingles were laid atop the rafters to accentuate the rolling motion. Young used scrap lumber, including old wood doors with brass doorknobs still attached, to prop up portions of the roof for added definition. In the mid 1980’s, the current owner Jeannine Wallace replaced the home’s original cedar shingle roof, which had begun rotting due to prolonged exposure to moisture. During this process the roofers uncovered a number of pieces of scrap lumber used to accentuate the roof’s motion. This scrap lumber generated the same effect as eighteen layers of shingles. The roof again was replaced exactly the same as the original in cedar shakes in 2008.

Jeannine Wallace purchased the property in 1964, although she did not close and move into the house until 1966. In the early 1970’s the Wallace’s remodeled the extremely small kitchen to make it more accommodating. With the addition of two doors, an office space, and a sizeable bathroom off the west side, the kitchen now feels more comfortable. The new bathroom’s most interesting feature is the east wall, which was formerly the exterior of the house. The exposed stonework in the bathroom provides an up-close and personal view of the boulders and fieldstone Young used in the construction of the house.

303 Clinton Street
The house was first constructed by A. J. and Mary Hamilton between 1910 and 1912. In August 1951, Drew Young purchased it from Mary Hamilton, and the Young’s appear to have made several renovations beginning in 1952. In January 1954, Drew sold the rights to the property to his father, who then sold it to his son-in-law Robert Gill. In 1962 the Young’s made yet another set of renovations. The improvements made between 1952 and 1962 were similar to those made at 305 Clinton Street. Young added smooth-faced irregularly patterned limestone to both the first level and the chimney at the rear of the house, topping the squat chimney with his signature excess cement. It is unknown whether he added the irregular shingles on the second story.
The building is a simple version of a Michigan upright-and-wing house. The front-gabled upright portion is accentuated with irregular shingles on the second story. The side-gabled wing portion harbors a narrow covered porch that shields the main entry. The house is presently privately owned by Alice Timms.

305 Clinton Street
Tax records suggest the house was constructed between 1910 and 1911 by M. J. Parmelee. It was later owned by Hugh E. Vandewalker, a life insurance salesman residing in Ann Arbor, who used it as a vacation home from 1925 until 1940 when it was sold to the state. Drew Young is listed as taxpayer on the property from 1944 until 1973. Earl Young remodeled the house from 1961 to 1962. Young added quarried Onaway limestone laid in a smooth pattern which extended approximately three-quarters of the height of the house; the rest was finished with wood siding. He also adorned the chimney with limestone and added stonework to the fireplace indoors.

The house itself is rather simple in form and is dominated by a side-facing gable roof. A shed roof dormer on the west elevation and a covered entry on the east elevation add interest. Its distinguishing feature is the limestone stonework. Today the house is privately owned by James Buschman and Deborah Harmon.

Thistle Downs Lane
On August 13, 1959, Earl Young purchased property on the northwest shore of Charlevoix’s Round Lake. Since the 19th century the land had been previously used as a lumberyard by the Charlevoix Lumber Company. Young saw it as the perfect location for an exclusive development. The small neighborhood had room for only one road, which Young’s daughter, Virginia Olsen, named “Thistle Down.” By the late 1960’s Young had designed and constructed three homes on the site, and his daughter Virginia designed and built the fourth, marking his final efforts in building design and construction.

Over the years this area has been altered and only one complete Earl Young house remains. Stone pillars reminiscent of those at Boulder Park still mark the entrance to the neighborhood.

5 Thistle Downs Lane
This A-Frame house was the first structure Earl Young built in the Round Lake development. It was built as a spec house in 1967. The A-Frame is Young’s most atypical creation, differing dramatically in both form and design from his stone structures.

The main portion has an A-Frame design, with a one-and-a-half-story wing off the east elevation. The house is oriented towards the lake, with the main entrance on Thistle Down. Like many of Young’s structures, the house appears to be nestled into the hillside with the main entry somewhat hidden from view. The south elevation, facing the lake, contains multiple windows that take advantage of the view of downtown Charlevoix and Round Lake. A large deck extending the width of the central a-Framed portion dominates the first story; a second, smaller deck provides a view from the second story. A stone chimney protruding from the center of the steeply pitched asphalt shingled roof and the slight undulation to the rooftop on the east wing are features reminiscent of Young’s previous homes. The house is faced with wood siding rather than Young’s trademark stone, making it truly unique in terms of his designs. The house remains privately owned by Robert L. Bytwerk.
The following is a list of Non-Contributing Resources:

304 Park Avenue
Erected in 1918-1921, this was the first house designed and built by Earl Young. Young created a unique two and a half story stone home for himself and his wife, Irene. This is the home in which they raised their family, moving next door in the late 1940’s only after their children had grown. The house at one time was owned by Robert Gill, the son-in-law of Earl Young, and is presently owned by Amstar Non-Qual Retirement Fund LLC.

The house is currently being redone. The stonework is structural; only the roof, window, and door openings are wood framed. A deep front porch shelters the main entrance to the house. Two squat stone chimneys and plate glass windows with wooden trim add character and detail. The new owners are replacing the old roof of asphalt shingles with a thatched roof being installed by roofers from Ireland.

3 Thistle Downs Lane
This house built between 1970 and 1973, is believed to be the last of Earl Young’s architectural creations, and is often referred to as the “Castle House.” Number 3 Thistle Downs, as Young envisioned it, was drastically different from the imposing structure one sees today. The home featured Young’s traditional stonework and undulating cedar shingle roof. Like his other structures on Round Lake, the house was oriented towards the water, with the main entrance placed on Thistle Downs.

In the winter of 1997, the home was purchased by designer and architect Pat Barry who proceeded to make numerous renovations. The roof was raised, several rooms added, and the interior redesigned. Today little is left of Young’s vision other than the use of boulders and an undulating cedar shake shingle roof. The home is owned by the Lance O’Donnell Revocable Trust.

8. PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTORY

Please view photographs attached to this report at the end of the report.

9. RESOURCE COUNTS AND PERCENTAGE

Eleven of the thirteen buildings are contributing, two of the thirteen buildings are non-contributing, therefore 88% are contributing, and 12% are non-contributing.
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Addendum I

EARL YOUNG HISTORIC DISTRICT VISUAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
WEST SECTION
103 Grant Street
303, 305 Clinton Street
306, 308 Park Avenue
308, 310 Park Avenue
South Boundary – Clinton Street (Looking East)
316 Park Avenue
(From Corner of West Section)
North Boundary – Park Avenue
(Looking North East)
308 Park Avenue
306, 308 Park Avenue
300, 302, 304 Park Avenue
North Boundary – Park Avenue (Looking South West)
East Boundary – Grant Street
(Looking South)
East Boundary – Grant Street
(Looking North)
EAST SECTION
North Boundary – Thistledowns Lane (Looking East)
South Boundary – Round Lake (Looking North)
South Boundary – Round Lake
(Looking North – Wide View)
Addendum II

EARL YOUNG HISTORIC DISTRICT
PHOTO INVENTORY
300 Park Avenue
(Front)
300 Park Avenue (Side)
302 Park Avenue
(Front)
302 Park Avenue (Side)
302 Park Avenue (Interior)
304 Park Avenue
(Front)
304 Park Avenue
(Interior)
306 Park Avenue
(Front)
306 Park Avenue
(Side)
306 Park Avenue (Side)
306 Park Avenue
(Rear)
306 Park Avenue (Rear)
306 Park Avenue
(Interior)
308 Park Avenue
(Front)
308 Park Avenue (Rear)
310 Park Avenue
(Side)
310 Park Avenue
(Front)
310 Park Avenue (Interior)
101 Grant Street
(Front)
101 Grant Street
(Front)
103 Grant Street
(Front)
103 Grant Street
(Side)
103 Grant Street
(Front)
103 Grant Street (Side)
103 Grant Street
(Interior)
303 Clinton Street
(Front)
305 Clinton Street (Front)
305 Clinton Street
(Side)
305 Clinton Street
(Side)
316 Park Avenue
(Front)
316 Park Avenue
(Side)
316 Park Avenue
(Entry)
3 Thistledowns Lane
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3 Thistledowns Lane
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3 Thistledowns Lane
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4 Thistledowns Lane (Non-Contributing)
4 Thistledowns Lane
(Historical Photo – Demolished 1994)
5 Thistledowns Lane (Rear)
5 Thistledowns Lane (Front)